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NEWS ALERT
Cortec® Europe Team Announces European Sales
& Product Training in Beautiful Split, Croatia!
We are happy to
announce
“Cortec®
Corporation European
Sales
&
Product
Training” which will take
place on March 14 & 15
this year in one of the
most beautiful Croatian
cities, Split. Training
sessions will be filled
with interesting topics as
well as provide helpful,
practical training skills that you will be able to implement in working with your clients. Two
busy days of training will enable attendees to deepen their knowledge on VpCI® technology
concepts and tools as well as get more insight in functioning of our European team.

For this occasion our European
team
Cortec
Europe/
EcoCortec/CorteCros, is preparing
rich, educational agenda. First day
will cover topics such as Cortec
Advantage, Integrated Solutions,
Flagship Products and Case
Histories. The second day will
include workshop with hands-on
experience on de-rusting, cleaning,
coating, fogging and wrapping
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applications. We are also looking forward to receiving input from our distributors on specific
topics they would like to have covered. First day of the training will take place at 5 star Hotel
Park http://www.hotelpark-split.hr where we also recommend your stay. This flagship hotel in
the city and region offers a superb atmosphere. The hotel is located in the elite part of town,
next to the famous beach Bacvice and only 10 minutes walk to the city center (Diocletian's
Palace). Second day of practical workshop will take place at CorteCros production and
warehouse facility.

Workshop part of the training will be held at CorteCros production and warehouse facility.

It goes without saying that after formal part of the training we are also preparing some fun time
for our guests! City of Split is one of the most famous Croatian tourist destinations known for its
beauty, amazing architecture, beaches and food. It is also a great place to see Dalmatian life as
it is really lived. Our attendees will have a chance to explore this amazing place and of course
enjoy some of the traditional Mediterranean specialties.
We are certain that this training program will give you even more confidence in dealing with
Cortec® technology and cannot wait to see you in March in Croatia!
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